A general formulation for the measurement of plasma density and effective collision frequency for lowly as well as highly, collisional plasmas using millimeter wave interferometry is presented. In the presence of high density and collisionality at high gas pressures where the collision frequency ͑͒ is of the order of both the plasma ( p ) and the wave frequency of the millimeter wave ͑͒ ( ϳ, p ), the measured line-average plasma density has a complex dependence on phase shift as well as the amplitude change of the millimeter wave signal. The measurement scheme and analysis presented in this article show that for collisional plasmas, simultaneous measurement of the phase change and the amplitude change data is required to uniquely determine the plasma density and collision frequency. The treatment allows the application of millimeter wave interferometry to a wide range of relative collision frequency, wave frequency and plasma frequency since it uniquely determines the line-average plasma density and effective collision frequency using the phase and amplitude change data. This diagnostic is particularly valuable at plasma densities (n e Ͻ10 14 /cm 3 ) and high pressures ( PϾ10 Torr) where Langmuir probe and optical emission diagnostics including the Stark effect are not accurate for density measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter ͑mm͒ wave interferometry 1,2 techniques along with polarimetry 3, 4 and optical emission diagnostics 5, 6 have been widely used as nonperturbing methods for plasma diagnostics. Faraday rotation-based polarimetry originally developed for magnetic field measurement can be used as an accurate densitometer for magnetized plasmas. However, the application of such polarimetry is limited to high-density magnetized plasmas at low gas pressure where electronneutral and electron-ion collision frequencies are small. At high gas pressure and collisionality, optical diagnostics including the Stark effect 5 are used for plasma density and temperature characterizations. But the minimum plasma density requirement for these optical diagnostics to be accurate is very high (n e у10 [14] [15] /cm 3 ). 5, 6 Interferometry provides a viable diagnostic tool to measure the average plasma density accurately over wide plasma density and gas pressure ranges.
Interferometry is primarily a technique to measure the refractive properties of the plasma which in turn depends on the plasma properties including the plasma density and collision frequency. The interferometer works on the MachZehnder principle 1 in which the plasma is in one arm of the two-beam interferometer. Let us consider the mm wave propagation in an infinite, uniform Lorentz plasma. At low collisionalities, the phase difference between the two arms with the plasma present to that without the plasma is a measure of the plasma density. 1 In low pressure discharges where the wave frequency ͑͒ is always much greater than the plasma ( p ) and collision frequency ( eff ) (ӷ p ӷ eff ), the mm wave suffers almost little or no attenuation as it travels through the plasma. Therefore, only phase change data are needed for a density measurement. In this case, a linear relationship exists between the line-average plasma density and the phase shift for a radially uniform plasma column. 2 Also if p տ in low collisionality plasmas, the ordinary wave mode ͑o-mode͒ is in cutoff and interferometry data can not be obtained. On the other hand for high pressure discharges, where the collision frequency is higher than both the plasma and the wave frequency ( eff уϳ p ), we experimentally observe o-mode transmission for p տ as predicted by the theory. The average plasma density for such highly collisional plasmas is proportional to the square root of the phase shift and is linearly related to the collision frequency. 7 In this limiting case, an approximate refractive index is obtained for Lorentz plasma and the effect of collision frequency is incorporated in the formulation only through the phase function. This stronger dependence of the plasma density on collision frequency and reduced dependence on the phase shift introduce considerable error in the plasma density measurement at an intermediate pressure range (100 TorrϽ PϽ300 Torr) where the collision frequency is of the order of the wave frequency.
In a previous experiment carried out by our group, a 105 GHz interferometer was used to measure the average plasma density of a laser-initiated and rf sustained plasma. 8 Using the collisionless approximation, an average plasma density of 3ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 was measured for an argon plasma at 150
Torr with 2.5 kW of coupled rf power. The corresponding plasma phase change was 70°over a 5 cm diameter chamber. In such high-pressure discharges, the dominant collision mechanism is the electron-neutral collision for which collision rates are compiled by Vahedi. 9 This can be used to calculate the electron-neutral collision frequency as 
Here, n g is the neutral particle density ͑m Ϫ3 ͒, K is the collision rate constant ͑m 3 /s͒, and P is the neutral gas pressure in Torr. The corresponding electron-neutral collision frequency at 150 Torr is 1.5ϫ10 11 s Ϫ1 . If the effect of collision frequency in the highly collisional limit is considered as in Ref. 7 and discussed in more detail in Sec. III B, the predicted average plasma density increases by an order of magnitude to 2.8ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ3 . In this pressure and density regime where eff ϳу p , neither the collisionless nor the high-collisional limits are valid and the predicted plasma density is not accurate.
At high gas pressures, the mm wave propagating through the plasma arm undergoes a phase change as well as strong attenuation. The wave attenuation is caused by the presence of high collisionality. In this situation, the plasma density has a complex dependence on phase change as well as on amplitude change and, therefore, the plasma density estimate using only phase change data is inaccurate. Therefore, a correct evaluation of plasma density can only be obtained if both phase change and amplitude change data are used.
In this article, we present a measurement and analysis technique where both amplitude change and phase change data are used simultaneously to uniquely determine both plasma density and effective collision frequency. The treatment does not limit the application of interferometry to the relative values of collision frequency and, hence, can be used for measurements at both low gas pressure (ӷ p ӷ eff ) and high gas pressure ( eff у, p ). The analysis does not assume, ab initio, a particular value of the collision frequency, rather than it calculates the collision frequency along with density using the phase and amplitude change data. In addition, insight in to the dominant loss mechanism can also be obtained from the temporal plasma decay plot. The experimental arrangement is presented in Sec. II, with the theoretical analysis presented in Sec. III, and results are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A 105 GHz quadrature mm wave interferometry system ͑QBY-1A10UW, Quinstar Technology͒ is used to measure the plasma density and the effective collision frequency of a rf produced plasma. The rf source is a 10 kW solid-state unit ͑CX10K-S, Comdel, Inc.͒ with variable duty cycle ͑90%-10%͒, variable pulse repetition frequency ͑100 Hz-1 kHz͒ and very fast ͑s͒ turn-on/off time. This fast turn-on/off time is needed to determine the dominant loss mechanisms as the plasma decays when the rf power is turned off. The rf power is coupled through a helical antenna that excites the mϭ0 transverse electric mode very efficiently using a capacitive matching network. The helical antenna is a five-turn coil of quarter-inch copper tube wound tightly over the 5 cm diameter pyrex plasma chamber. The coil is 10.0 cm long axially and has a 6 cm internal diameter. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental system.
The interferometer works by using an in-phase and quadrature phase mixer to determine the phase and amplitude change of the 105 GHz mm wave signal going through the plasma. The data acquisition set up is shown schematically in Fig. 2 . The two outputs are transferred to the computer through an oscilloscope with a general purpose interface bus and stored using a LABVIEW program. As the Gunn source and detector diodes are extremely sensitive to the rf radiation, the entire interferometer assembly is enclosed in a conducting box with slots cut in the box for the waveguides. In addition, cables with very high shielding ͑у90 dB, Times Microwave Systems͒ have been used to reduce the noise level on the interferometer signal. The interferometric trace shown in the Fig. 3 is a function of time as the argon plasma decays when the rf power is turned off. A numerical program utilizing MATLAB solves for both phase and attenuation data to obtain the plasma density as well as the effective collision frequency. The density plot versus time also reveals the loss mechanisms including effective recombination coefficients at higher gas pressures.
III. THEORY
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in a plasma is determined by the value of the dielectric function. We assume a cold plasma approximation model since for most of the applications, the wave phase velocity is much greater than the electron thermal velocities and we can ignore thermal particle motion. Electron interaction is only through collective space-charge forces and the ions are assumed to form a stationary background.
The equation of motion for plasma electrons in the absence of a magnetic field is written as
where r is the electron displacement vector and E is the electromagnetic field. We also define eff , the effective collision frequency for momentum transfer. If the electric field varies as exp(jt), the displacement vector r is given as
The complex conductivity is given as
and the complex relative dielectric constant for a linear medium is given by 0 ϭϭ r ϩ j i ϭ1Ϫ j 0 ϭ1Ϫ p
͑5͒
while p is the plasma frequency and 0 is the free space permittivity. The complex refractive index and the complex propagation constants are
; ␥ϭ␣ϩ j␤ϭ c ͑ j ͒ϭ c ͱ.
͑6͒
Here
Assuming a plasma slab of uniform average density profile, the total change in phase and amplitude for interferometric signal are given as
Here ␤ 0 and ␣ 0 are the free space values and ␤ p and ␣ p are the plasma values. A numerical program in MATLAB is used to solve for plasma density and eff simultaneously from experimentally measured ⌬ and ⌬A values.
A. Low collision frequency limit
In the approximation of low collision frequencies ( ӷ p ӷ eff ) where most interferometry operates, the phase constant and attenuation constant are given as
.
͑10͒
In the limit of Ͼ p , ␣ p is small and, therefore, the wave suffers almost no attenuation. 2 Hence, the plasma density can be expressed in this limit for uniform density profile using Eq. ͑7͒ as
Here, the phase change is in degrees, the diameter in centimeters, and wave frequency is in s
Ϫ1
B. High collision frequency limit
For highly collisional plasmas at high gas pressures ( eff ӷу p ), the phase constant is written as
͑12͒
For a radially uniform plasma profile, n e ϭ38.6 effͩ
͑13͒
Here again, frequencies are in s Ϫ1 , the diameter is in centimeter, and phase changes are in degrees. 
C. Determination of recombination coefficients
A measurement of the dominant loss mechanism in a plasma can be obtained from the temporal plot of plasma density decay. Each point on the trace in Fig. 3 corresponds to the instantaneous phase and amplitude change of the mm wave signal traveling through the plasma. The instantaneous plasma density and corresponding effective collision frequency are obtained by simultaneously solving for the instantaneous phase and amplitude change data and a plot of the plasma density and effective collision frequency as a function of time is obtained. From the density decay plot, an estimate of the effective recombination rate for the plasma at higher gas pressures is obtained using the continuity equation.
The continuity equation, including the ambipolar diffusion term, the ionization frequency term, iz , and two-and three-body recombination terms, is given by ‫ץ‬n e /‫ץ‬tϭD n ٌ 2 n e ϩ iz n e Ϫ␣ r n e 2 Ϫ␤ r n g n e 2 . ͑14͒
Here, ␣ r , ␤ r , and n g are the two-body recombination rate, three-body recombination rate, and the neutral gas pressure, respectively. For a temporally decaying plasma without any ionizing source, the continuity equation takes the form ‫ץ‬n e /‫ץ‬tϭD n ٌ 2 n e Ϫ␣ r n e 2 Ϫ␤ r n g n e 2 . ͑15͒
In low to moderate pressure discharges, plasma diffusion to the chamber is the principal loss mechanism for plasma decay. However, at higher gas pressures ( PϾ100 mTorr), two-body recombination starts to dominate the plasma decay characteristics and limits the peak plasma density obtainable at high pressures. The number of particles lost due to twobody recombination in argon above 100 mTorr is much higher than the number lost due to diffusion. 8 With a further increase in pressure, three-body recombination processes involving an ion, an electron, and a neutral, contributes to the plasma decay and becomes the dominant loss mechanism at very high pressures. An estimate of the gas pressure, where the three-body effect in argon becomes comparable to the two-body effect, can be obtained. For argon gas, the twobody recombination coefficient 11 Ar n g , the argon pressure at which these two effects become comparable is 202 Torr. However, the pressure range where the contribution to plasma decay from three-body recombination is important in the calculation differs widely for different gases. In some cases, it is more appropriate to define an effective recombination coefficient, ␣ eff , which includes two-and three-body recombination effects, and can be easily determined from the plasma density decay plot. For the pressure range of interest, we have ‫ץ‬n e /‫ץ‬tϭϪ͑␣ r ϩ␤ r n g ͒n e 2 ϭϪ␣ eff n e 2 .
͑16͒
Here ␣ eff is the effective recombination term that includes two-and three-body recombination effects.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for the plasma density computation using Eqs. ͑9͒, ͑11͒, and ͑13͒ are presented in Table I , for typical phase change and collision frequency data in a rf produced plasma source at high gas pressures. From the experimentally determined phase and attenuation data, the plasma density and effective collision frequency are determined using the analysis presented herein. The collision frequency and phase change data are then used to calculate the plasma density using Eqs. ͑11͒ and ͑13͒. Plasma density and effective collision frequency have a complex dependence on phase change and attenuation data. At low gas pressure ͑ϳ1 Torr argon͒, where the collision frequency is low (1.0 ϫ10 9 s Ϫ1 ), the plasma density estimate using the collisionless approximation is the same as that obtained by the present method. However, the plasma density estimated using the highly collisional plasma approximation is two orders of magnitudes lower. When the pressure is raised to 300 Torr and the rf power is also raised to obtain a similar phase shift of 100°as obtained for gas pressure for 1 Torr, the effective collision frequency is 1.0ϫ10 12 s Ϫ1 . The plasma density computed using the collisionless approximation remains the same, since it is assumed to be independent of the collision frequency. However, the predicted density increases from 7.38ϫ10
10 cm Ϫ3 at low eff to 7.38ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ3 when computed using the highly collisional plasma approximation in Eq. ͑13͒. The plasma density when computed using the more accurate phase change and attenuation data changes only by an order of magnitude from 4.30ϫ10 12 to 4.77 ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ3 . It is clear from this analysis that density measurements in the presence of high collisionality at intermediate pressures where the collision frequency is less than the wave frequency must include the attenuation data, otherwise, it will lead to significant error. Since both the phase change and attenuation data are used in the present method, it is independent of the collision frequency range.
The characteristics of plasma decay and the nature of the loss mechanism can only be investigated if the rf generator turn-on/off time is faster than the plasma decay time. A solidstate rf generator with the fast turn-on/off time is suitable for these measurements. From the interferometer trace shown in Fig. 3 , the average plasma density and effective collision frequency are calculated for a temporally decaying plasma. The density decay plot is obtained by numerical differentiation of the density plot. Using Eq. ͑16͒, the recombination coefficient is obtained. An interactive graphical program in MATLAB has been developed to analyze the interferometer data and a typical plot is shown in Fig. 4 . In an experiment to investigate the effect of gas flow on rf produced plasmas, the gas flow rates were adjusted using a mass flow meter. Two test cases of 50 Torr argon plasmas are presented here to explain the determination of recombination coefficients. In the static case, or zero-flow rate case, the evacuated chamber is raised to 50 Torr by opening the gas inlet valve and closing the pump valve. In the flow case, a mechanical pump is kept running with the flow rates adjusted to 20 standard liters per minute ͑slm͒ using a mass flow meter at 50 Torr. A delay of 5-20 ms can be introduced between the oscilloscope trigger and rf power turn off. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the plasma density remains constant initially for 5-7 ms ͑delay͒ and then it decays sharply. A higher density decay rate and recombination coefficient (1.0ϫ10
Ϫ8 cm 3 /s) are obtained for the static case. The recombination rate is much lower (2.0 ϫ10 Ϫ10 cm 3 /s) when gas flow is maintained at 20 slm. This diagnostic is particularly valuable for collisional plasmas of moderate densities (n e Ͻ10 14 /cm 3 ) at higher gas pressures, where probe and optical emission diagnostics are not suitable for density measurements. We are currently utilizing this diagnostic for characterization of mixed flow airargon, laser-initiated, rf-sustained collisional plasmas. 
